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EM Portal Help Guide: Public Version
The Grey County Emergency Management Portal provides a single point of access to a wide
range of useful emergency-related resources. These include links to a variety of relevant
websites, weather alerts, and a live feed of the Grey County Twitter account.
To view the Portal, go to: Emergency Management Portal Website

Upon the first visit to the EM Portal, users will see a pop-up disclaimer. Once accepted, access
will be granted to view all links, etc.

Scrolling to the bottom of the Portal will display a more detailed disclaimer and links to other
Grey County websites.

1.0 Emergency Alerts
This section of the portal is reserved to display alerts about current emergency declarations.
When there are no declared emergencies within Grey County, the default header will be
displayed (see Figure 1.A below).
Figure 1.A

In the event an emergency declaration is in place for Grey County and/or any of its nine
municipalities, this section will briefly detail such emergency declaration(s) and indicate where
to find more information. See Figure 1.B on the following page for an example of a posted
alert.

2.0 Emergency Management Links
In this part of the portal, a variety of external websites have been linked for ease of access.
These websites have been grouped by category on the home page (see Figure 2.A on the
following page).

Clicking a category will reveal relevant links. Some may be further categorized by location,
while others will take you directly to the external site. See Figure 2.B on the following page for
an example.

User-friendly toolbars will be present on all screens within the Portal – one on the top and one
on the left side of the screen. See Figure 2.C on the following page.

3.0 Weather Alerts
The Emergency Management Portal features live feeds from Environment Canada on the
homepage. Grey Bruce and surrounding areas are all included. See Figure 3.A below.

4.0 Grey County Twitter Feed
The homepage of the Portal features a live feed from the official Grey County twitter account.
See Figure 4.A on the following page.

5.0 Portal Help and Support
Portal Users have access to both help guides and a technical support form if assistance is
required while using the Emergency Management Portal.

5.1 Help Guides
Help guides have been created to assist users when accessing the Emergency Management
Portal. Help Guides are available on the left-hand toolbar. See Figure 5.A below.

5.2 Technical Support Form
The upper toolbar on the Emergency Management Portal provides users with a technical
support form. See Figure 5.B below and C on the next page.

Submissions will be received by the Grey County IT department who will attempt to resolve
any technical problems described. A representative will attempt to respond to your inquiry as
soon as possible.

